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INAUGURATION OF JOINT LABS BETWEEN PM-INTERNATIONAL AND LIST

The Luxembourg Institute of Science and Technology (LIST) and PM-International AG 
formalized a five-year collaboration last autumn, on innovative bioactive molecules for dietary 
supplements and cosmetics. This collaboration between public research and private economy 
emphasizes the importance of research and development activities for companies, as well as 
the benefits of aligning public research with industrial needs.

As a major milestone in this cooperation, LIST and PM-International AG inaugurated their 
shared laboratories at LIST’s main laboratory building in Belvaux, on Tuesday 27 June 2017.

This joint infrastructure will facilitate operations and investments in the extraction and 
transformation of plant-derived molecules. It is the first time that LIST opens up its 
technological research platform in the field of bio-innovation in such a substantial way to an 
industrial partner.

The inauguration in the presence of LIST and PM-International AG, CEOs Dr. Fernand Reinig 
and Rolf Sorg strengthens the partnership established last September, and reinforces the role 
of LIST in the transfer of innovation to the benefit of the Luxembourg economy and society.

Prof. Dr. Lucien Hoffmann, director of the LIST Environment Department, stressed that 
“with this joint laboratory, LIST takes a further step towards concrete and direct industrial 
applications of its activities while contributing, together with PM-International, to the further 
advance of research and development on Luxembourg ground”.

Dr. Tobias Kühne, Chief Scientific Officer at PM-International AG, said that “the close 
collaboration with the large research team at the Luxembourg Institute of Science and 
Technology offers us the best opportunities for research and development. We can now 
develop exclusive technologies to improve bioavailability and highly innovative bioactive 
substances“.
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WHERE TOMORROW BEGINS 

Located in the heart of Belval’s Research & Innovation Campus, LIST can ideally connect its over 
500 specialists in materials, environment and IT, including its more than 70 PhD students, through 
a broad range of joint projects, programmes and partnerships with virtually all of Luxembourg’s 
other major research players. At Belval, the University of Luxembourg, LIH, LISER, Technoport, 
Luxinnovation and the Luxembourg National Research Fund are all literally within arm’s reach.
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Scientific Excellence

Rolf Tarrach Award for LIST’s PhD Mads Weber 
The physicist Mads Christof Weber has won the “Rolf Tarrach Prize 2017” for his outstanding 
doctoral thesis in physics and material science entitled “Electronic and structural properties of 
bismuth and rare-earth ferrites”. The award for the best doctoral thesis in Luxembourg comes 
with a prize money of 10,000 euros and is bestowed by the “Amis de l’Université”. He received the 
prize at a ceremony chaired by Erna Hennicot-Schoepges, president of the Amis, on 11 July 2017 
at the Chamber of Commerce of Luxembourg.
It is the first time this prestigious prize is awarded to a LIST PhD researcher. Mads worked on his 
PhD from 2013 to 2016 at LIST supervised by MRT Director and FNR PEARL Chair Prof. Dr Jens 
Kreisel and was enrolled at the Faculty of Science, Technology and Communication of the 
University of Luxembourg. Learn more on www.list.lu

Environment

Grand duke and 3 ministers at LIST stand in Ettelbruck 
LIST participated in the Agriculture Ettelbruck Fair (FAE) from Friday 30 June to Sunday 2 July 
showcasing its expertise in agriculture and environmental issues. LIST’s stand received visits 
from Ministers for the Environment Carole Dieschbourg, Minister for Agriculture, Viticulture and 
Consumers’ Protection Fernand Etgen, as well as Minister for Higher Education and Research 
Marc Hansen. ERIN department director Prof. Dr Lucien Hoffmann presented them LIST’s 
activities in the environmental field. LIST was also graced with a surprise visit of His Royal Highness 
the Grand Duke Henri. This all strengthens LIST’s ambition of contributing to a better quality of life 
in Luxembourg. Learn more on www.list.lu

Outreach

“Kniwwelino” microcontroller unveiled at Makerfest 2017
On 4 July 2017, LIST participated in the Makerfest event at the Lycée Technique d’Esch-sur-
Alzette. with the aim to prepare young people for the challenges of a digital Luxembourg.
LIST researchers, Lou Schwartz, Valérie Maquil, John-Nathan Hill and Henrique Rangel, presented 
“Kniwwelino”, a microcontroller adapted for 6-12 year old children to enable them to create their 
own electronic inventions. Kniwwelino was developed in the framework of the BeeCreative for 
Kids project, in collaboration with the Service de Coordination de la Recherche et de ĺ Innovation 
pédagogiques (SCRIPT) and the Service Nationale de la Jeunesse (SNJ).
The BeeCreative for Kids project aims to make Kniwwelino available in the form of creative kits at 
different makerspaces and after-school clubs. Learn more on www.list.lu

Event

Betrand Piccard invited to Luxembourg by LIST
Swiss adventurer Bertrand Piccard will deliver the inaugural speech in the international Life Cycle 
Management conference (LCM) 2017 at the European Convention Center in Kirchberg, organized 
by LIST in collaboration with the University of Luxembourg and ArcelorMittal.
Piccard has flown around the world with the Solar Impulse 2 aircraft between March 2015 and 
July 2016. After this extraordinary and intensively mediatized performance, he founded the World 
Alliance for Clean Technologies to encourage the use of renewable energies.
LCM 2017 is an event gathering more than 600 participants from over 40 countries to be held 
from 03 to 06 September 2017. It will focus on designing sustainable technologies, products and 
policies “from science to innovation”. As sustainable growth supporter, Piccard’s commitment 
and the work of the LCM community go hand in hand. Learn more on www.lcm2017.org
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